GETTING TO KNOW GSS!

FALL 2015
GSS LEADERS FOR ANSC 211

Elda Kwong

Sal Millington
ELDA KONG

ANSC 211

YOGA
RUNNING
COOKING
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
SALVATORE MILLINGTON

ANSC 211

PLAYING RACQUETBALL
COOKING LARGE MEALS
SOLVING PUZZLES
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR BSCI 105

Anthony Bui

Vivian Bui

Ryan D’Souza

Ayanna Garland

Pranaya Terse

Rami Yanes
ANTHONY BUI

FC- BSCI 105

PLAYING VIDEO GAMES AND PIANO
READING/WRITING POETRY
SLEEPING
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
RYAN D’SOUZA

BSCI 105

PLAYING/WATCHING SOCCER
WATCHING “HOW I MET YOUR MOTHER”
PLAYING WITH CATS, MOLLY AND MISTY
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
AYANNA GARLAND

BSCI 105

DANCING ON THE PRIMA DOLLS DANCE TEAM

BEING PART OF IMAGES

LISTENING TO MUSIC

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
PRANAYA TERSE

BSCI 105

- Playing Tennis
- Baking Often with Friends
- Binge-Watching TV Shows
- Leading GSS Workshops 😊
RAMI YANES

BSCI 105

PLAYING VIDEO GAMES
PLAYING TENNIS
WORKING OUT
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR BSCI 106

Madeeha Lughmani
Maninder Matharu
Daniel Nemirovsky
Ezra Shoen
Kelly Wright
MADEEHA LUGHMANI

BSCI 106

READING/WRITING POETRY

DRAMA SERIES WITH GRANDMA

YOGA

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
MANINDER MATHARU

BSCI 106

HIKING

READING

HELPING OTHERS

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
DANIEL NEMIROVSKY

BSCI 106

- WEIGHTLIFTING
- BOXING
- NAPPING
- LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
EZRA SHOEN

BSCI 106

PLAYING GUITAR

BASKETBALL

FISHING

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADER FOR BSCI 201

Matthew Vaughan
MATTHEW VAUGHAN

BSCI 201

ENJOYS VEGAN COOKING

ALWAYS UP FOR A GAME OF CHESS

LOVES HIKING IN THE WOODS WITH FRIENDS

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADER FOR BSCI 202

Rachel Abbott
SWIMMING
CRABBING DURING THE SUMMER
... LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR BSCI 207

Brendan Joyce

Lindsey Martin

Ariya Mobarak

Rohan Singh
BRENDAN JOYCE

BSCI 207

READING UP ON MYTHOLOGICAL STORIES AND ARCHEOLOGICAL FINDS THAT RELATE TO THEM

TRAVELING TO IRELAND, GREECE, ITALY, TURKEY, GERMANY, AUSTRIA, AND FRANCE

PROGRAMMING HIS OWN VIDEO GAMES

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
LINDSEY MARTIN

BSCI 207

- Running with her dog, Eva
- Watching Netflix
- Pursuing her true passion: Mac and cheese
- Leading GSS workshops 😊
ARIYA MOBARAKI

BSCI 207

DRAWING
PLAYING PERCUSSION
WRITING
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
ROHAN SINGH

BSCI 207

PLAYING BASKETBALL
WATCHING MOVIES
GOING TO THE GYM
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR BSCI 222

Grace Chun

Jacklyn McGrath
GRACE CHUN

BSCI 222

- PHOTOGRAPHING NATURE AND PEOPLE
- PLAYING THE PIANO
- SPENDING TIME WITH FRIENDS
- LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR CHEM 131

Sharlene Demehri
Levi Hooper
Madeline Paulson
Sarahann Yeh
Daniel Wesley
SHARLENE DEMEHRI

CHEM 131

TRAVELING AROUND THE WORLD
EATING AS MUCH FOOD AS POSSIBLE
PLAYING AND WATCHING SPORTS
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
LEVI HOOPER

CHEM 131

PLAYING MUSIC

EATING ICE CREAM

STILL TRYING TO BE A COWBOY

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
MADELINE PAULSON

FC – CHEM 131

CLASSICAL SINGING

PUZZLE SOLVING (PARTICULARLY SUDOKU)

READING CLASSICS

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
SARAHANN YEH

CHEM 131

- Traveling and Hiking
- Sleeping
- Watching Movies on Netflix
- Leading GSS Workshops 😊
DANIEL WESLEY

CHEM 131

READING MYSTERY NOVELS
BEING A HUGE HISTORY NERD
STUDYING PSYCHOLOGY
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR CHEM 135

Rebecca Deng

Ben Kaplan

Metecan Erdi

Lauren Nesi
REBECCA DENG

CHEM 135

HANGING OUT WITH FRIENDS
WATCHING ANIME
PRE-MED
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
METECAN ERDI

CHEM 135

WATCHING/PLAYING SOCCER
TRAVELING
SPENDING TIME WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
BEN KAPLAN

CHEM 135

READING

CAMPING

PLAYING VIDEO GAMES

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
LAUREN NESI

CHEM 135

COOKING

TRAVELING

READING

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS ☺
GSS LEADERS FOR CHEM 231

Allison Daitch
Sagar Dalsania
Aaron Eichelberger
Nika Nepali
Vered Schwell
Milana Shapsay
Lara Skibbie
ALLISON DAITCH

CHEM 231

PIANO

PHOTOGRAPHY

COLLECTING VINYL RECORDS

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
SAGAR DALSANIA

CHEM 231

PLAYING TENNIS
LISTENING TO MUSIC
PLAYING BILLIARDS
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
AARON EICHELBERGER

CHEM 231

PLAYING CLASSICAL GUITAR

PLAYING SPORTS WITH FRIENDS

READING

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
NIKA NEPALI

CHEM 231

TRAVELING
SLEEPING
DANCING
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
VERED SCHWELL

CHEM 231

READING
RUNNING
SPENDING TIME WITH FRIENDS
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
MILANA SHAPSAE

CHEM 231

TRAVELING

PAINTING

VOLUNTEERING AS AN EMT

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
LARA SKIBBIE

CHEM 231

HIKING

DRAWING

BAKING

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR CHEM 241

Amanda Chow

Lakshmi Kirkire

Larrysa McAllister
AMANDA CHOW

CHEM 241

-SPENDING TIME WITH FRIENDS
-READING
-SKATEBOARDING
-LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
LAKSHMI KIRKIRE

CHEM 241

- BAKING (ESPECIALLY CHOCOLATE)
- SINGING
- READING
- LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
LARRYSA MCALLISTER

CHEM 241

- Traveling and volunteering with children
- Watching Netflix
- Enjoying the company of family and friends
- Leading GSS workshops 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR CHEM 271

Kelsey Grolig

Alisha Khan
KELSEY GROLIG

CHEM 271

SNOWBOARDING

BAKING RED VELVET CAKES

ZUMBA-ING

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
ALISHA KHAN

CHEM 271

PLAYING GUITAR

MAKING ORIGAMI

READING

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADER FOR CMSC 131

Julia Zheng
JULIA ZHENG
CMSC 131

- Cooking and trying new restaurants
- Reading
- Painting
- Leading GSS Workshops 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR ECON 200

Emily Horton

Davin Wang
EMILY HORTON

ECON 200

COOKING
WATCHING NETFLIX DOCUMENTARIES
ALL THINGS COFFEE
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
DAVIN WANG

FC – ECON 200

- Playing Video Games
- Listening to Classic Rock
- Paper Crafts
- Leading GSS Workshops 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR PYSC 100

Desirée Catalan

Esther Kwara

Tarika Sankar
DESIRÉE CATALAN

PSYC 100

OBESSING OVER TRAVELING THE WORLD

STRESSING OUT ABOUT GETTING INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL

WATCHING WAY TOO MUCH NETFLIX

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
ESTHER KWARA

PSYC 100

RUNNING

READING

SPENDING TIME WITH FRIENDS

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
TARIKA SANKAR
PSYC 100

READING
WRITEING
TRAVELING
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
GSS LEADERS FOR PHYS 161

Catherine Nguyen

David Nguyen
CATHERINE NGUYEN

PHYS 161

READING
PLAYING TENNIS, BIKING, AND ZUMBA
BAKING AND SEWING
LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊
DAVID NGUYEN

PHYS 161

PLAYING TENNIS

BIO ENGINEER MAJOR

WATCHING “PSYCH” TV SHOW

LEADING GSS WORKSHOPS 😊